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Introduction 
The American Library Association’s (ALA) Emerging Leaders Team I was charged by 
the New Members Round Table (NMRT) with revamping its quarterly online 
newsletter, Footnotes. The newsletter is one of two publication venues offered by 
NMRT. While the semi-annually published Endnotes focuses on scholarly and 
research based articles, Footnotes offers more topical information, such as 
conference recaps, letters from the NMRT president, and feature articles. 
Combined, Endnotes and Footnotes offer some of the profession’s only low-barrier-
to-entry publication points for new librarians and MLIS students. They offer a 
valuable service by providing an opportunity to become a more accomplished 
writer and earn publication credits for resumes and CVs. Despite its potential, 
Footnotes is in need of an update in order to make it more engaging, widely read, 
and appealing to twenty-first century readers.  

The project’s goals were as follows: 

 Conduct a survey of readers, non-readers, and published Footnotes authors 
to better understand perceptions, perceived value, and overall awareness of 
the newsletter. 

 Produce a list of recommendations based on survey results. 

 Create a mockup of re-envisioned Footnotes newsletter.  

Survey 
To gather a better understanding of how Footnotes is perceived, Team I designed 
and conducted an online survey. The survey was designed and distributed in 
conjunction with ALA Emerging Leaders Team H, whose project involved re-
designing NMRT’s companion peer-review Journal Endnotes. Upon communicating 
with members of Team H (Beau Bradley, Nik Dragovic, Sarah LeMire, Stacey 
Nordlund, and Peace Ossom Williamson), we discovered many of our drafted 
survey questions were similar and that we were targeting the same demographics. 
Therefore, both Emerging Leader teams decided it would be more efficient and less 
confusing to send out one combined survey. The survey was released on Tuesday, 
February 24, 2015, and remained open through Tuesday, March 10, 2015. 782 
individuals completed the survey.  

 
Survey Design & Marketing 
The combined NMRT Footnotes and Endnotes Survey contained 20 questions. See 
Appendix A for a complete copy of the survey. It was conducted through the 
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online-survey tool, Qualtrics, and was hosted by the University of Maryland, the 
institution where Team I member Rachel Gammons is employed.  

The online survey was divided into four distinct sections: Footnotes, Endnotes, 
overall impressions of professional publications, and demographic information. The 
first part of the survey was designed to capture information specifically about 
Footnotes readership: frequency read, method of discovery, and the most 
interesting aspects of the newsletter. It also included a separate section for those 
who had published in Footnotes, what was valuable about the experience and if 
they would consider a subsequent publication. The second part of the survey was 
designed to gather similar data about the peer-review journal Endnotes. Part three 
focused more generally on readership and author interests including: what would 
make you want to publish in a NMRT publication, important topics, types of 
information regularly read, and what methods were used to access this 
information. The fourth part of the survey gathered information related to the 
participants: years of experience as a librarian, library type, and ALA and NMRT 
membership status. The final two questions of the survey captured additional 
comments about the NMRT publications and participant’s email if they were willing 
to be contacted at a future date. 

To market and promote the survey, Team I project members distributed links to 
the project in online communities including Facebook, Twitter, ALA Connect and 
library related listservs. See Appendix B for a copy of the posted message. Team I 
members also posted links to the survey on their personal social media accounts. 
See Appendix C for a complete list of where the survey was distributed. 

Survey Results 
At the close of the survey, 782 individuals had completed the questions. See 
Appendix D for the raw survey response data.  

Questions 1-7 of the survey captured the following information about the 
newsletter: frequency read, method of discovery, most interesting parts, had 
individuals published in Footnotes, what was valuable about the experience, and if 
they would publish again. According to Question #1, the majority (54%) of survey 
participants had never heard of the newsletter. 25% reported having heard of the 
newsletter, but never read it, leaving only 21% (n=150) of respondents who had 
read a Footnotes article. 
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Based on the responses to Question #2, we found that most (71%) of the survey 
participants discovered Footnotes through either a professional or library school 
listserv. 56% reported finding out about the publication on a professional listserv 
while 15% said they discovered it through a library school listserv. The most 
common method of discovering Footnotes included in the other category was on 
the NMRT website or serving on a NMRT Committee. Several write-in responses 
specifically mentioned that despite being NMRT members, they had never heard of 
either publications (Ex: “As a member of NMRT, I am wondering when/how I get to 
read these publications”).  

Question #3 asked participants which parts of Footnotes they found most 
interesting. 81% identified Feature Articles (n=108), while only 23% found 
Conference Recaps and 20% felt Book Reviews were most interesting. Participants 
indicated less immediate interest in the NMRT President’s Column with only 8%.  

Question #4 was directed at participants who had published in Footnotes. This 
portion of the survey relied heavily on “branching,” and only those who had 
identified themselves as previous readers of the newsletter were advanced 
forward. Of the overall reader respondents, 23% (n=33) indicated that they had 
published in the newsletter, with 34% of those (n=10) having published more than 
once.  

According to the first part of Question #6, the majority (70%) of participants who 
had published in Footnotes felt that the low barrier of entry and easy-going 
experience were the most valuable aspects of the publishing experience. According 
to the second part of Question #6, survey participants felt the NMRT Footnotes 
publishing process could be improved with the following:  

 Consistent communication from the editor 

 Basic copyediting 

 Feedback 

 Increased marketing to reach wider audience 

When asked in Question #7 if previous authors for the newsletter would consider 
publishing again, affirmative responders provided the following: 

 Had something valuable to share 

 Enjoy writing and sharing ideas 

 It’s a great publishing opportunity 
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Based on the responses given for Question #7, survey participants said they would 
not publish in Footnotes again for the following reasons:  

 The publication is not widely read 

 Limited time 

 5 or more years in the profession, which is too old for NMRT 

 It is not peer-reviewed 

Questions #8 and #9 related specifically to the Endnotes publication and will be 
covered in greater depth in Team H’s report. 

Question #10 was designed to gauge interest in publishing for a scholarly journal. 
The majority (54%) said they had not published in a scholarly journal but were 
interested. Only 33% said they had already published in a scholarly journal and 22% 
said they had no interest. Question #11 asked if survey participants had ever 
published in a non-scholarly venue. 49% said they had published at least 1 piece in 
a non-scholarly venue while 42% said no but they were interested. Only 9% 
responded that they no interest in publishing a non-scholarly article.   

According to Question #12, (70%) of respondents felt that friendliness to 
students/new professionals would make them want to publish in a NMRT 
publication. 45% reported that audience reach would also be a major factor in 
making them want to publish. The third most important (44%) factors survey 
participants picked were open access/author rights and being peer-reviewed.  

Based on responses to Question #13, the most important (67%) topic to readers is 
succeeding as a new professional. 56% also felt that developing leadership skills 
and connecting with other professionals were important topics. Additionally, 39% 
reported that getting a library job and getting involved with professional 
organizations were meaningful topics to them as readers. When asked which 
specific topics respondents would be interested in reading more about, write-in 
answers included the following, in order of popularity: 

1. Information literacy instruction 
2. Archives 
3. Public Libraries 
4. Cataloging 
5. Technology 
6. Reference 
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7. Outreach 
8. School Librarianship / Social Justice / Management  

Question #14 focused on the tools respondents frequently used to access 
professional publications. Respondents were encouraged to select more than one 
option, to allow for a better understanding of the myriad of ways that today’s 
readers interface with professional information. 70% of survey participant’s 
revealed that they most commonly use email subscriptions to access journal 
articles and other relevant library-related content. A large amount (62%) also said 
they frequently use social media to gain access to this content. Other frequently 
cited methods of accessing library-related content in the other category include 
from Google searches and websites.  

For Question #15, when asked what type of library-related information 
participants read regularly, 71% (n=425) indicated professional listservs. 60% 
(n=261) also said they regularly read blogs, and 57% (n=339) said they regularly 
read social media. The least popular publications included non-peer reviewed 
journals (27%/n=159) and non-library related professional publications 
(37%/n=224). 

Based on responses to Questions #16 and #17, we found that most survey 
participants were newer librarians with 5 or less years of experience (75%) that 
worked (or wish to work) in an academic or research library (48%). The second 
largest portion (32%) reported work (or wish to work) in public libraries. Question 
#18 revealed that 99% of individuals who took the survey were members of ALA, 
while only 30% were members of the New Members Round Table (NMRT).  

Additional comments and suggestions captured from Question #19 at the end of 
the survey include: 

  “I’m glad the Footnotes/Endnotes exists! ALA really needs a website redesign 
or some kind of introductory e-mail about how to use NMRT and that 
discusses the publications.” 

 “Think beyond the publication in terms of publicity. Encourage local student 
chapters to talk up the NMRT activities. Require NMRT leaders/officers to 
host get-togethers for potential members. Give incentives for article 
submitters to give presentations at schools or local meetings about their 
published work. Ask schools to forward NMRT announcements to students 
and alumni.” 
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 “I would like to see LIS students and new graduates contribute more to both 
publications. If these publications were marketed in order to help and get the 
newbies published and involved in the NMRT, they might gain popularity.” 

 I graduated from library school 5 ½ years ago but I’m not clear whether I’d 
still be welcome to submit to these publications. It would be beneficial to 
make this clear when asking for articles.” 

 “More photos and illustrations!” 

 “It might be cool to see special issues of either publication that are focused 
on a particular theme.” 

 “I wonder why these two publications can’t be combined.” 

 “I’m more likely to read articles that are shared on social media, which is why 
I don’t usually read Footnotes or Endnotes.”  
 

Recommendations 
Based on the data provided by the survey, we are confident in making the 
following recommendations:  
 

Marketing 
Based on the responses from the survey, it is clear that one of the largest problems 
with Footnotes is that its marketing needs to be improved. The goal of this is not 
only to increase readership and contributions but to also communicate the 
publication’s value. 54% of survey participants said they had never heard of the 
newsletter and an additional 25% said they had heard of the newsletter, but never 
read it, leaving only 21% of respondents that read Footnotes at any point prior to 
completing the survey. Based on the comments from various free-response 
questions, many ALA and NMRT members revealed that they were unaware that 
Footnotes existed. There are numerous ways that the marketing could be improved 
to increase awareness of the publication.  
 

Email Subscription 
70% of participants said they use email subscription to regularly access journals,  
blogs, and other library related content. Finding a way to set up an email  
subscription for Footnotes would be a good way to reach readers directly from   
their inbox. One service that allows you to set up an email subscription is   
MailChimp (http://mailchimp.com/). MailChimp is a tool that lets you manage  
your lists, emails, sign ups, bounce backs, and unsubscribe returns. You can  
design your own email or choose from the various pre-designed templates. It  

http://mailchimp.com/).
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also has the added benefit of providing analytics. The free edition allows you to 
send up to 12,000 emails a month to 2,000 subscribers. Another easy to use  
email marketing service is VerticalResponse (www.verticalresponse.com).  
VerticalResponse allows you to create, send, and track up to 4,000 emails a  
month to 1,000 subscribers free. The service also provides the option to create  

      a sign up form for people to join your list and embed it on your website.  
 

Listservs 
Most survey participants (71%) said they discovered Footnotes through either 
professional or library school listservs. It was also revealed in Question #15 that 
the majority (71%) of survey participants regularly read professional listservs. 
While we are aware that calls for contributions to Footnotes are posted across 
the New Members Round Table listserv, it is not enough. Notices when new 
issues are ready and calls for authors (including reminders) should be 
distributed through many relevant listservs in order to reach the largest 
audience possible.  

 
Social Media 
A large amount (62%) said they frequently use social media to gain access to 
journals, blogs, and other library related content. In Question #15, a large 
amount (57%) also said they regularly read social media for library-related 
information. While social media is currently not a large contributor to Footnotes 
current audience (5%), it could prove to be an untapped audience. Increasing 
visibility on various social media platforms by posting more frequently (calls for 
authors, notices when new issues are ready, and other related content) would 
be key to reaching this demographic. This also includes adding things such as 
share buttons to the newsletter, which would make it easier for readers to post 
straight to social media. Many respondents indicated that they had 
encountered Footnotes after a colleague or classmate encouraged them to read 
a specific article that had been published in the newsletter. Making it easier to 
share articles across platforms would boost this type of personalized promotion. 
Additionally, a small budget for targeted boosting of Footnotes may help kick-
start this campaign and increase its visibility to social media audiences.  

 
NMRT Website and other membership materials 
When asked what they frequently use to access journal articles and other 
library-related material, several participants mentioned websites or Google 

file:///C:/Users/AJanvey/AppData/Local/Temp/www.verticalresponse.com
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searches. It is clear from the amount of NMRT members who were unaware of 
the newsletter’s existence that Footnotes needs to be more prominent on both 
the NMRT website and other membership materials (new member introduction 
emails, mailings, etc.). Publicity could be taken even further by developing 
contacts within library schools to leverage the new writer opportunity that 
Footnotes provides. For example, teachers would be great advocates for getting 
the word out because it is beneficial to their students. They could even 
emphasize that published articles can be linked to students resume/CV or 
portfolio.  

 
Professional Events  
Another suggestion is to find ways of becoming more visible at conferences and 
other professional events such as organizing a presentation or new writer’s 
discussion group. 16% of survey participants said they had discovered Footnotes 
at a conference or professional event. 

 

Content and Format 
It is clear from the survey data that the content and format of Footnotes also needs 
to be altered. It needs to be more visually appealing, interactive, and easier to 
access. A shift to more image-focused content will also help to increase the 
visibility of the newsletter and shares on social media. Other suggestions include: 
 

Feature Articles  
Based on the responses to question #3, feature articles should be emphasized 
and made a more prominent part of the newsletter. 81% said they found this 
part of Footnotes to be the most interesting and useful. This will increase the 
quality of the publication and keep people coming back to read more issues. If 
needed, cut out other parts of the newsletter such as conference recaps and 
book reviews in favor of more feature articles. Only 23% of survey participants 
said they found conference recaps to be the most interesting while only 20% 
said they found book reviews to be the most interesting part of Footnotes. 
These portions of the publication could be scaled back to focus on the most 
interesting features to readers. 
 
Topics 
The majority (67%) of survey participants said that one of the most important 
topics to them was succeeding as a new professional. Other important topics 
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include developing leadership skills (56%), connecting with new professionals 
(56%), and getting a library job (39%). The most frequently cited topics within 
the other category were library instruction and archives. Throughout the survey, 
there was an emphasis on Footnotes as a way to get practical advice and topical 
information. Adding an advice column for new librarians and students to ask 
professional or workplace questions would also be a way to generate content 
and provide practical advice without having to seek out individual authors.   

 
Combining NMRT Footnotes and Endnotes 
Many participants have expressed confusion regarding these two separate 
publications, especially given the similarity of names. Therefore, it might be 
beneficial to consider combining Footnotes and Endnotes into one publication 
that has a section for biweekly/monthly news, a white paper/non-peer 
reviewed section, and a peer-reviewed section. An example of this format can 
be seen on the Georgia Library Quarterly newsletter 
(http://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/glq/vol52/iss1/).  
 
Based on the responses from the survey, participants are interested in writing 
both scholarly and non-scholarly articles. 54% said they had not published in a 
scholarly journal but were interested and 42% said they had not published in a 
non-scholarly venue but were interested. This would be a great opportunity to 
leverage the unique opportunity these publications provide for new writers. 
Combining these publications may also increase contributions. Authors who 
write non-scholarly articles might be inclined to write a scholarly article because 
they are familiar with the publication. Another suggestion that would help 
further leverage the NMRT’s publications niche as friendly towards beginner 
writers is to create a classified section where individuals can post calls for 
research partners, co-authors, and more.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/glq/vol52/iss1/
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Contributing to Footnotes 
The majority (70%) of survey participants that had published with Footnotes before 
felt the low barrier of entry and easy-going experience was most valuable. That 
unique opportunity needs to be leveraged in order to gain more contributions. 
Participants also felt that the publishing process could be improved with more 
consistent communication and feedback from the editor, basic copyediting, and 
increased marketing to reach a wider audience. There seems to be a desire for 
more support and guidance during the publication process. Additionally, there 
seemed to be a lot of confusion on whether not participants were “too old” to 
contribute to the newsletter, which could be easily fixed by making it clear who is 
allowed to submit their writing for publication. Clear and easily accessible Editorial 
Guidelines and Publication Requirements would clear up the confusion and serve 
as a document that could help guide the publication in the future. 
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Design Mockups 
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Conclusion 
This report and its recommendations will be presented to the NMRT Executive 
Board at the 2015 ALA Annual Conference. The Board will decide how to 
incorporate the results of our survey data into the Footnotes newsletter. 
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Appendix A – Combined NMRT Footnotes and Endnotes Survey 
As a part of the American Library Association’s (ALA) 2015 Emerging Leader Program, 
we are conducting an evaluation of publication opportunities for new professionals, 
specifically targeting ALA New Members Roundtable's (NMRT) newsletter, Footnotes, 
and peer-reviewed journal, Endnotes. Although helpful, familiarity with Footnotes and/or 
Endnotes is not required. We welcome feedback from librarians of all types and stages in 
their careers. All responses are anonymous.  
 

1. How often do you read ALA New Members Round Table (NMRT)'s 
Newsletter, Footnotes? 

 Quarterly (every publication) 

 Once or twice a year 

 Once or twice every few years 

 I've heard of the newsletter, but never read it 

 I've never heard of the newsletter 
 
2. How did you find out about Footnotes? 

 Professional Listserv 

 Library School Listserv 

 Social Media 

 At a Conference or Professional Event 

 Suggestion by a Friend or Colleague 

 Other  
 
3. Which parts of Footnotes do you find most interesting? 

 NMRT President's Column 

 Feature Articles 

 Book Reviews 

 Conference Recaps 

 Other  
 
4. Have you ever published in Footnotes? 

 Yes 

 No 
 
5. Have you published more than once in Footnotes? 

 Yes 

 No 

http://www.ala.org/nmrt/footnotes
http://www.ala.org/nmrt/oversightgroups/comm/schres
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6. What did you find valuable about your publication experience? Are there any aspects of 
the publication process that you wish had been different? 

  
 
 
 
 

7. Would you publish in Footnotes again? Why? 
  

 
 
 
 

8. How often do you read ALA New Members Round Table (NMRT)'s peer-reviewed 
journal, Endnotes? 

 I read/browse the journal regularly 

 I read the journal when looking for information on a particular topic 

 I have read the journal once or twice 

 I’ve heard of the journal but never read it 

 I’ve never heard of the journal 
  

9. How did you find out about Endnotes? 

 Professional Listserv 

 Library School Listserv 

 Social Media 

 At a Conference or Professional Event 

 Suggestion by a Friend or Colleague 

 Other  
 
10. Have you ever published an article in a scholarly journal? 

 Yes, 1 to 3 articles 

 Yes, 4 or more articles 

 No, but I am interested in publishing a scholarly article 

 No, and I am NOT interested in publishing a scholarly article 
 
11. Have you ever published non-scholarly work? (such as a guest post on a library blog, 
or a practice or opinion piece in a library publication) 

 Yes, 1 to 3 pieces 

 Yes, 4 or more pieces 

 No, but I am interested in publishing non-scholarly pieces 

 No, and I am NOT interested in publishing non-scholarly pieces 
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12. What would make you want to publish in an NMRT publication?  

 Friendliness to Students/New Professionals 

 Peer-Review 

 DOI (a unique number assigned to digital documents that remains fixed) 

 Quick turnaround for publication 

 Access to Alternative Metrics (# of shares, # of tweets, # of views, etc...) 

 Open-access / Author-rights 

 Having a Volume / Issue # 

 Audience Reach 

 Other  
 
13. What topics are most important to you as a reader? (Select a maximum of 4) 

 Getting a library degree 

 Getting a library job 

 Succeeding as a new professional 

 Getting involved with professional organizations 

 Connecting with other professionals 

 Finding Research Opportunities 

 Developing Leadership Skills 

 Specific topics (teaching, reference, cataloging, archives, public librarianship etc...)  
 
14. What methods do you use to access journals, blogs, and other library-related content? 

 Email subscription 

 RSS Feed 

 Social Media 

 Other  
 
15. What types of library-related information do you read regularly? 

Career Information (I Need a Library Job, Ask a Manager, Hiring Librarians, Etc...) 

Blogs (In the Library With the Lead Pipe, Etc...) 

Social Media (Librarian Wardrobe, Etc...) 

Library-School Blogs (Hack Library School, Etc...) 

National Association Newsletters (C&RL News, American Libraries, Public Libraries 
Newsletters, Computers & Libraries etc...) 

Regional or Local Association Newsletters 

Professional Listservs 

Other Professional Publications (Chronicle of Higher Education, Harvard Business Review 
etc...) 
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Peer-Reviewed Journals 

Non-Peer Reviewed Journals 
 
16. When did you graduate with your MLS/MSIS? 

 I have not yet graduated 

 Less than 1 year 

 1 to 2 years 

 2 to 5 years 

 More than 5 years 

 I do not have an MLS 
 
17. In which type of library do you currently work? (If you are a student, what type of 
library do you hope to work in?) 

 Academic or Research 

 Archives or Special Collections 

 Public 

 School 

 Special Library 

 Library School Faculty or Staff 

 Other 
 
18. I am a member of.... 

 American Library Association (ALA) 

 ALA's New Member's Round Table (NMRT) 
 
19. Is there any other information you would like to share, either about NMRT Footnotes 
/ NMRT Endnotes, library publications, or the types of content that you would like to see 
published? 

 
 
 
 
  

20. If you are willing to be contacted with further questions, please provide your email 
address below. 
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Appendix B – Message Posted about the Survey 
 

Subject: Publication Opportunities for New Professionals 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
As part of American Library Association’s (ALA) 2015 Emerging Leader Program, we 
are conducting a short survey regarding publication needs and opportunities for 
students and new professionals, specifically targeting ALA New Members 
Roundtable’s (NMRT) newsletter, Footnotes, and peer-reviewed journal, Endnotes. 
We would greatly appreciate your feedback to guide our enhancement of these 
publications, and estimate the process should take less than five minutes to 
complete. Please access the survey through the following link: 
https://umdsurvey.umd.edu/jfe/form/SV_86NNCSv5bi4nCh7.  
 
Although helpful, familiarity with Footnotes and or Endnotes is not necessary. We 
welcome input from students and librarians of all types and stages in their careers. 
This survey comprises the initial step of our initiative to improve these resources, 
which offer accessible, ALA-endorsed venues for publication by those of any 
experience level. All responses are anonymous. Please contact [poster email] with 
any questions, and feel free to forward this survey as appropriate. 
 
Regards, 
2015 NMRT Emerging Leader Project Teams 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://umdsurvey.umd.edu/jfe/form/SV_86NNCSv5bi4nCh7
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Appendix C – Survey Distribution List 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

ALA-Accredited Program Listservs 
 

Catholic University of America   

Clarion University of Pennsylvania 

Dalhousie University 

Dominican University 

Drexel University 

Emporia State University 

Florida State University 

Indiana University 

Kent State University 

Louisiana State University 

McGill University 

North Carolina Central University 

Palmer School, Long Island University 

Pratt Institute 

Queens College, City University of New York 

Rutgers University 

San Jose State University 

Simmons College 

State University of New York, Albany 

State University of New York, Buffalo 

St. Catherine University 

St. John’s University 

Syracuse University 

Texas Woman’s University 

University of Alabama  

University of Alberta 

University of Arizona 

University of British Columbia 

University of California, Los Angeles 

University of Denver 

University of Hawaii 

University of Illinois 

University of Iowa 

University of Kentucky 

University of Maryland 

University of Michigan 

University of Missouri, Columbia 

University of Montreal 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

University of North Carolina, Greensboro 

University of North Texas 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Ottawa 

University of Pittsburgh 

University of Puerto Rico 

University of Rhode Island 

University of South Carolina 

University of South Florida 

University of Southern Mississippi 

University of Tennessee 

University of Texas, Austin 

University of Toronto 

University of Washington 

University of Western Ontario 

University of Wisconsin, Madison 

University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 

Valdosta State University  

Wayne State University 
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Appendix C Cont. – Survey Distribution List 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Association and Group Listservs 

ACRL New Members Forum    

ACRL College Libraries Section 

ALCTS New Members IG 

Gay & Lesbian Bisexual & Transgender Round 
Table 
ALA Intellectual Freedom Round Table 

Library & Technology Association List 

ALA New Members Round Table Discussion 
List 
Reference & User Services Association List 

LLAMA NPS Discussion List 

ACRL New Members Discussion Group 

ACRL Residency Interest Group 

NMRT New Writers List 

Spectrum Scholar List 

Current Spectrum Scholar Cohort 

Alabama Library Association  

Alaska Library Association 

California Library Association 

Georgia Library Association 

Social Media 

New Member Round Table  

2015 Emerging Leaders  

ALA Think Tank  

ARL Fellows, 2012-2014   

 

Maryland Library Association 

Michigan Library Association 

Minnesota Library Association  

Mississippi Library Association 

Missouri Library Association 

Montana Library Association 

Nebraska Library Association 

New York Library Association 

New York Library Association 

Nassau County Library Association  

Suffolk County Library Association  

Texas Library Association 

Utah Library Association 

West Virginia Library Association  

Wyoming Library Association 

ACRL ILI 

Metropolitan Library Council of NY 

Asian Pacific American Librarians 

Association (APALA) 
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Appendix D – PDF of Survey Data  
 
See separate PDF file of survey results.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



1. How often do you read ALA New Member Round Table (NMRT)'s Newsletter,
Footnotes?

 

Initial Report
Last Modified: 03/09/2015

1 Quarterly (every publication) 33 5%

2 I've heard of the newsletter, but never read it 174 25%

4 I've never heard of the newsletter 375 54%

8 Once or twice a year 78 11%

9 Once or twice every few years 39 6%

Total 699

Min Value 1

Max Value 9

Mean 4.09

Variance 4.60

Standard Deviation 2.14

Total Responses 699

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



2. How did you find out about Footnotes?

1 Professional Listserv 79 56%

2 Library School Listserv 21 15%

3 Social Media 7 5%

4 At a Conference or Professional Event 22 16%

5 Suggestion by a Friend or Colleague 13 9%

6 Other 17 12%

NMRT's website

NMRT website

im a former member

NMRT website

Poking around on NMRT site

I'm a Footnotes committee member

Can't remember

Library School

In a graduate class for LIS

discovered when searching on my own

NMRT website

I have written for it

don't remember

It was a while ago for me...so I do not remember.

I serve on a NMRT Committee

NMRT website

Min Value 1

Max Value 6

Total Responses 141

# Answer Bar Response %

Other

Statistic Value



3. Which parts of Footnotes do you find most interesting?

1 NMRT President's Column 11 8%

2 Feature Articles 108 81%

3 Book Reviews 27 20%

4 Conference Recaps 30 23%

5 Other 5 4%

haven't read it

None, as far as I recall

Alternative Voices

none of it really interests me

Min Value 1

Max Value 5

Total Responses 133

# Answer Bar Response %

Other

Statistic Value



4. Have you ever published in Footnotes?

1 Yes 33 23%

2 No 109 77%

Total 142

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.77

Variance 0.18

Standard Deviation 0.42

Total Responses 142

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



5. Have you published more than once in Footnotes?

1 Yes 10 34%

2 No 19 66%

Total 29

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.66

Variance 0.23

Standard Deviation 0.48

Total Responses 29

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



6. What did you find valuable about your publication experience? Are there any
aspects of the publication process that you wish had been different?

It was just like publishing in a newsletter. There's not much professional recognition attached or any way to know if it had an impact on anyone.

Low barrier to entry was nice. There was not, however, consistent communication from the editor, and at least some basic copy editing would have been nice.

I thought it was a great way for a new librarian to publish something for a hopefully wider audience. I just wish that I knew whether the publication itself is shared beyond the
listserv.

It was my first publication experience, so it was valuable in that it got me more comfortable with the idea of writing for a larger audience. There is nothing I wish had been
different about the publication process. The committee/editorial board member (whoever I communicated with and submitted my feature article to) was very helpful in answering
my questions, and made the process very easy for me! I like that it was as simple as emailing the editor and asking her about it - a standard submission form on the website
might have felt more impersonal or intimidating.

I wish there was more guidance and communication between newsletter staff and the writers. The whole process was almost too casual in a way, with a call for articles being
sent and then you just send it in. I think if Footnotes staff was more active in getting the word out and more involved in seeking out potential contributions, the publication could
be a lot better.

It was a simple publishing process, and they are open to ideas that relate to new members.

It was helpful to experience the process of publication in a supportive environment.

Easy way to get your foot in the door in publishing; looks great for a new librarian's resume

I received a NMRT grant to attend ALA and was asked to write a conference recap as part of the grant. It was very easy. Though given no guidelines, I could see what others
had done in past issues and submitted the document to the editor.

As a newbie it was a great place for entry level publication.

I appreciated how easy it was to be published for a conference recap. It allowed me to get my foot in the door without a lot of intimidating processes. I enjoyed the process
entirely.

It was a fairly easy-going experience. The most valuable part was the low threshold to entry.

I liked the low barrier to entry and having the opportunity to share my experiences in a less-formal setting than a journal.

published as President--president's column. it was easy and straightforward

It's so stinking easy to publish in Footnotes! It was nice to know there is such an easy way to do some professional publishing.

It gave me a chance to share what was going on within the Roundtable to our members as well as others around ALA. I found the publication process very straight forward.

A great way to get comfortable with writing early on in career. Was a very positive experience.

Being able to share my experience

I wish I had received more feedback about my piece.

It was a very good way to publish a short article without a lot of hoops. Got me into the publishing realm.

sharing knowledge and experience with my peers

Total Responses 21

Text Response

Statistic Value



7. Have you ever published an article in a scholarly journal?

1 Yes, 1 to 3 articles 112 17%

2 Yes, 4 or more articles 39 6%

3 No, but I am interested in publishing a scholarly article 347 54%

4 No, and I am NOT interested in publishing a scholarly article 143 22%

Total 641

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 2.81

Variance 0.95

Standard Deviation 0.97

Total Responses 641

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



8. Would you publish in Footnotes again? Why?

If I had a topic that I thought might be of interest to new librarians, yes.

Probably not. I don't get the sense that it's read.

Probably not unless I had something that I could not get published in another venue.

I'm not sure. Only because I have limited time to write these days.

Yes, I would. It was valuable for me when I first joined ALA and NMRT to see other new members, current students, and new professionals putting their voices and opinions out
there in writing. I would like to continue doing the same for others!

Yes. It's a great opportunity to get my writing out there even though it's not scholarly journal article material. I enjoy writing and sharing experiences in this venue that would not
be opportunity for venues that are peer-reviewed.

Yes, see answer above.

Yes I would. It was a valuable experience and as a new librarian, it's a useful publishing opportunity.

Maybe - I need to now focus on peer-reviewed publications, but would consider submitting an article if I have a new idea.

I don't know. I have since published in other journals and my research is specified toward art librarianship. Footnotes doesn't not seem like a good match for my interests.
However, if I had an idea for an article targeting students or new librarians, I would consider submitting to Footnotes or Endnotes.

Yes. It is still a great place to share information as a newbie with other newbies.

I would publish in Footnotes again. There is a wide variety of opportunities there that are more or less available for the asking, which is a great first step into professional
publishing.

yes, it is good to contribute to the profession

Perhaps, but I've been in the professional almost 10 years now so I am perhaps too old. =)

Absolutely. I have published twice in Footnotes, and both times I got great feedback about my articles. I was even invited to speak on a panel as a result of one of my
publications - it has been a great low-stress way to get my name out there.

probably not. not required to publish for work and it wouldn't be a highly respected publication if used for promotion

I'm about to phase out of NMRT, so probably not!

Sure...if asked. It's so easy to do and I feel like it's useful to other new professionals. Also I'm happy to let others have the opportunity to get this experience.

No - because I've "aged" out of the roundtable

Maybe if I have a topic to write about.

No, Focusing on peer-reviewed articles for promotion and tenure.

Perhaps, if I thought I had some information or experience that would be valuable and pertinent

Yes, I enjoyed writing both of the pieces I wrote and found the publishing process simple.

yes, it was easy and a nice way to get publishing practice

Yes. It is a very straightforward process.

if i had something to share i would

Total Responses 26

Text Response

Statistic Value



9. How often do you read ALA New Member Round Table (NMRT)'s peer-
reviewed journal, Endnotes?

6 I’ve never heard of the journal 382 57%

7 I’ve heard of the journal but never read it 171 25%

8 I have read the journal once or twice 70 10%

9 I read the journal when looking for information on a particular topic 30 4%

10 I read/browse the journal regularly 19 3%

Total 672

Min Value 6

Max Value 10

Mean 6.71

Variance 1.02

Standard Deviation 1.01

Total Responses 672

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



10. How did you find out about Endnotes?

1 Professional Listserv 65 54%

2 Library School Listserv 19 16%

3 Social Media 7 6%

4 At a Conference or Professional Event 12 10%

5 Suggestion by a Friend or Colleague 17 14%

6 Other 18 15%

Google search

NMRT website

NMRT's website

NMRT website

same

email asking me to take this survey

Searching NMRT site

NMRT Website

Search

I was on the Endnotes committee for several years, including as chair.

NMRT website

Library School

read a paper prescribed by professor

NMRT website

Web search

NMRT website

From a Professor

Min Value 1

Max Value 6

Total Responses 120

# Answer Bar Response %

Other

Statistic Value



11. Have you ever published non-scholarly work? (such as a guest post on a
library blog, or a practice or opinion piece in a library publication)

1 Yes, 1 to 3 pieces 188 29%

2 Yes, 4 or more pieces 127 20%

3 No, but I am interested in publishing non-scholarly pieces 267 42%

4 No, and I am NOT interested in publishing non-scholarly pieces 59 9%

Total 641

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 2.31

Variance 0.99

Standard Deviation 0.99

Total Responses 641

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



12. What would make you want to publish in an NMRT publication? 

1 Friendliness to Students/New Professionals 413 70%

2 Peer-Review 261 44%

3 DOI (a unique number assigned to digital documents that remains fixed throughout the document's
lifetime) 88 15%

4 Quick turnaround for publication 173 29%

5 Access to Alternative Metrics (#of shares, # of tweets, # of views, etc...) 104 18%

6 Open-access / Author-rights 261 44%

7 Having a Volume / Issue # 83 14%

8 Audience Reach 262 45%

9 Other 48 8%

boosting the vita, exposure

for Endnotes, more guidance and mentoring on how to publish your first scholarly article

Friendliness to Library Support Staff

pseudonym anonmity

I was not aware that it existed.

ability to collaborate with other writers

Prestige

Don't know

issue focus

I wouldn't feel comfortable so doing, because I've been in the profession too long for me to be part of NMRT.

publishing more from special librarians

purpose

Content focus suitable for my topic & format --inclusive of review type articles

I'd need to know what they're looking for since I'm not a 'new member'

Professional credentials for job purposes

honestly, nothing.

if I was currently in a graduate program.

Usefulness of the publication. I'm not interested in professional publishing per se (certainly not scholarly) for my resume or portfolio so these other issues don't matter so much
to me.

A better understanding of what type of content would be accepted.

Respect of publication

Higher readership, high citation impact, high-quality review, absence of bad articles

An open call on a select topic

print versions

Assistance with developing the article and finding a best journal for publication

Evidence of professional development

something publishable

to serve the profession

The opportunity to publish

Great passion on a topic that doesn't seem to be covered already

Knowing it exists

writing mentor to help new writers learn the process of what needs to be done

Indexed

What does Open-access / Author-rights really mean here? I'm not sure they are the same thing. Forcing a CC BY license, for example, is not the same thing as author-rights.

publishing credit on my resume

masters program

publication as needed to keep content fresh and responsive

Networking

Suggested topics

Shouldn't you be trying to get new librarians to publish?

prefer SRRT

# Answer Bar Response %

Other



thinking that other people i need to impress would be impressed by it

Having something meaningful to write about

The ability to know about it! I registered for NMRT, but didn't find information about either of these publications when I explored how exactly the NMRT would help me.

All of the above BUT what is missing is Time. I do not have that right now.

Motivation

topics

Min Value 1

Max Value 9

Total Responses 588

Statistic Value



13. What topics are most important to you as a reader? (Select a maximum of 4)

1 Getting a library degree 66 11%

2 Getting a library job 234 39%

3 Succeeding as a new professional 408 67%

4 Getting involved with professional organizations 238 39%

5 Connecting with other professionals 337 56%

6 Finding Research Opportunities 219 36%

7 Developing Leadership Skills 337 56%

8 Specific topics (teaching, reference, cataloging, archives, public librarianship etc...) 161 27%

Practical tips, not just studies

funding opportunities

social justice issues and libraries/archives

public libraries, non-traditional library related positions, programming ideas/efforts, ways to be more involved in ALA

Keeping up with technology trends

archives, digitization, digital libraries

reference, instruction, outreach

archives

Teaching/Instruction, Academic libarianship

archives, ethics, interesting takes on library school

School librarianship

library instruction, archives, reference, teaching

OA, scholarly communications

teaching

teaching

Reference

library support staff training and education

cataloging, metadata, digital scholarship, institutional repositories

Information Literacy Instruction and Theory

Instruction & Reference, outreach

cataloging, project management, new and emerging technologies, linked open data, visualization

teaching

Instruction, serials, alternative means of presenting information literacy, emerging technology in libraries

public librarians being educated about USEFUL and ACCESSIBLE medical, business, financial resources

reader's advisory

Changes to the profession, requirements of additional degrees, leadership

experiential learning and academic libraries; practical advice

public librarianship

metadata and systems librarianship

Systems implementation

cataloging

reference, archives, digitization

serving the underserved populations

eresources and publishing

Honing the skills I barely learned in school, due to the emphasis on theory. Real-world application of that theory. Keeping up on new developments. Community college
libraries

Instruction

public programs

cataloging

trends in libraries, technology, skills

Public Librarianship

archives, reference and instruction, underrepresented in the archives.

# Answer Bar Response %

Specific topics (teaching, reference, cataloging, archives, public librarianship etc...)



archives

Continuing Education

archives, knowledge management

instruction

digital collections, systems

new skills for librarianship

Information Literacy Instruction at all levels encompassing the entire community (ages, education status, non-digital natives)

cataloging

Library Management

archives and special librarianship

information literacy instruction

automation, cataloging

systems, computer programming

youth services

teaching, reference

archives, special collections, rare books

Archives and public library community outreach

archives

Instruction, reference, marketing/outreach

community engagement

teaching/library instruction

management; team-building; mentoring; growing

keeping up with new technologies

emerging technology in libraries

School Librarianship

Archives, Case studies

Archives

Public librarianship, copyright concerns

digitization

cataloging, archives, preservation, public librarianship, teen librarianship

Policy and rhetoric; Copyright

Bibliometricw

cataloging and collection development

School librarianship

what's next in libraries - forecasting trends

teaching, special libaries

archives

teaching

distance learning, instruction, info lit, tutorials

Information architecture and website in libraries

Public librarianship, innovative services for the community and partnerships, visioning library services in 10, 20, 30 years

school media

Special collections, instruction

Systems Thinking, Community Building, Ecology

Libraries in museums

Public librarianship

information literacy

marketing

Reference and Instruction

Outreach, Advocacy

public librarianship, library administration, reference

cataloging, history of the profession

Instruction and information literacy

Youth Services

Management issues



Ageism with regards to hiring librarians over 50.

public librarianship, readers' advisory, social justice & libraries

archival science

public librarianship, opportunities in retirement, digital literacy

This table has more than 100 rows. Click here to view all responses

Min Value 1

Max Value 8

Total Responses 605

Statistic Value

https://umdsurvey.umd.edu/WRQualtricsServer/Export.php?Type=CSVTextResponses&Questions%5B0%5D=QID11&ServerID=&SurveyID=SV_86NNCSv5bi4nCh7&ResponseSetID=RS_bgE3kQLPG5eXtml&SubgroupID=&StartDate=&EndDate=&QToken=3qgFtRB3+WPWt+ciW9CGfg==


14. What methods do you use to access journals, blogs, and other library-
related content?

1 Email subscription 419 70%

2 RSS Feed 168 28%

3 Social Media 370 62%

4 Other 128 21%

VSU Website

Databases

links in Evernote

print subscription

Library Catalog

class, list serves

Subscriptions

Databases

databases

Browsing the internet

School library databases

I visit websites directly using my browser, on my PC. I will use library searches and google to find articles on topics of interest. I subscribe to print journals.

Mail

alerts

Database searching

databases

ALA Website

bookmarks

Google search

library print routings; subscriptions

student resources

Generally None

web

Masterfile Premium

Printed journals

List servs

Search databases for topics of interest.

library

print subscriptions; open access titles

library magazines, materials obtained at conferences

hard copies

Databases

EBSCO

university databases

My university's library system to access journals

searching

I read hard copies of journals.

Blogs

print

print and electronic subscriptions at my library

Databases

I visit the sites I want to keep up with.

Search engines

library resource/database search

web

# Answer Bar Response %

Other



UWM database

LinkedIn

going directly to the website

School databases

Big fan of print

Google searches

databases

Student subscriptions through academic library

Direct bookmarks

I remember the ones I like and bookmark them.

listservs

directly visiting the ALA website

print subscription to ACRL & Review of Higher Education; the others I access from my work OPAC periodically

membership in professional groups through e-mail chain

through my university's library access

Listservs

topical searching through search engines

University Library

work of mouth

Print

University of Kentucky library

online database

Library site

Print

mail delivery

print

print journals

direct mail (can't beat USPS)

still some print

Print copy (Library Journal)

print

Print

print

Internet

None

library article databases

print

Browsing

Browzine

listservs

Internet

Research into specific topics

Proprietary databases

libraries

databases

databases and the web

online searches

Internet browsing

databases (journal literature), bookmarks (blogs), google

Browser bookmarks

Feedly

library subscriptions

listservs

Library databases through my university

database searches for articles on particular topic at point of need



This table has more than 100 rows. Click here to view all responses

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Total Responses 596

Statistic Value

https://umdsurvey.umd.edu/WRQualtricsServer/Export.php?Type=CSVTextResponses&Questions%5B0%5D=QID25&ServerID=&SurveyID=SV_86NNCSv5bi4nCh7&ResponseSetID=RS_bgE3kQLPG5eXtml&SubgroupID=&StartDate=&EndDate=&QToken=3qgFtRB3+WPWt+ciW9CGfg==


15. What types of library-related information do you read regularly?

1 Career Information (I Need a Library Job, Ask a Manager, Hiring Librarians, Etc...) 323 54%

2 Blogs (In the Library With the Lead Pipe, Etc...) 361 60%

3 Social Media (Librarian Wardrobe, Etc...) 339 57%

4 Library-School Blogs (Hack Library School, Etc...) 158 26%

5 National Association Newsletters (C&RL News, American Libraries, Public Libraries Newsletters,
Computers & Libraries etc...) 331 55%

6 Regional or Local Association Newsletters 231 39%

7 Professional Listservs 425 71%

8 Other Professional Publications (Chronicle of Higher Education, Harvard Business Review etc...) 224 37%

9 Peer-Reviewed Journals 273 46%

10 Non-Peer Reviewed Journals 159 27%

Min Value 1

Max Value 10

Total Responses 598

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



16. When did you graduate with your MLS/MSIS?

1 I have not yet graduated 239 40%

2 Less than 1 year 51 8%

3 1 to 2 years 56 9%

4 2 to 5 years 109 18%

5 More than 5 years 125 21%

6 I do not have an MLS 25 4%

Total 605

Min Value 1

Max Value 6

Mean 2.84

Variance 3.02

Standard Deviation 1.74

Total Responses 605

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



17. In which type of library do you currently work? (If you are a student, what
type of library do you hope to work in?)

1 Academic or Research 288 48%

2 Archives or Special Collections 55 9%

3 Public 194 32%

4 School 38 6%

5 Special Library 69 12%

6 Library School Faculty or Staff 17 3%

7 Other 43 7%

Min Value 1

Max Value 7

Total Responses 600

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



18. I am a member of....

1 American Library Association (ALA) 445 99%

2 ALA's New Member's Round Table (NMRT) 136 30%

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Total Responses 448

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



19. Is there any other information you would like to share, either about
NMRT Footnotes / NMRT Endnotes, library publications, or the types of content that
you would like to see published?

I am attending ALA this summer. I am interested in presenting at the conference and would like to know if you have opportunities through the roundtable. I would care to know
more about the activities and professional development opportunities, i.e., publishing etc., that may be available though the roundtable.

I would read NMRT Footnotes or Endnotes more but it is difficult to find them and I often forget about them. Same thing with submitting, I would love to submit content but usually
only reminding via email when I don't have time to make it to the deadline.

For publicity, think beyond the publication to the organization as a whole. Encourage local student chapters to "talk up" the NMRT's activities. Require NMRT leaders/officers to
host get-togethers for potential members. Give incentives for article submitters to give presentations at school or local meetings about their published work. Ask schools to
forward NMRT announcements to students and alumni.

It might be cool to see special issues of either publication that are focused on a particular theme.

More photos and illustrations! I wish more journals would adopt a more graphic format.

a New Members Roundtable publication does not sound like something I would want on my CV - NMRT does not exactly ring of prestige to me, since they guarantee committee
placements - I'd wonder about the rigor of "Endnotes" and question why these 2 publications can't be combined.

NMRT in correlation to diversity and inclusion concerns

I think both publications are really wonderful opportunities for new professionals. My only hesitation is that I worry if I published in Endnotes that not many people would read
my article (I could be wrong!).

Advertise more so that more new librarians know about it!

No.

Assessment (of course), relevancy of the MLS and how it is changing (this is something I have discussed with veteran administrators many times, but I always come back to it)

This isn't about publications, but even though I graduated with my MIS back in 2011, I just started my first full-time professional position back in October.

I have not been getting footnotes any more even though I am still an NMRT alumni member. To my surprise, I have never heard of Endnotes, which would be most useful for
any library professional (not getting this one either!)

I would love to see articles about new librarian success stories and how they got the jobs they currently have. What skills are most helpful for new librarians to have to get a job
in this competitive job market.

I had no idea either of these publications existed. ALA's website and resources are not easy to use or intuitive to navigate. I find more broken links and links to standards and
information restricted to members (it's EXPENSIVE to join all of the round tables/commitees/sub-associations you want to) on the ALA website than useful information.

I was initially encouraged to be involved in NMRT as a new support staff member. I would like to see content in publications that enourages support staff involvement in
professional organizations and developing new skills. With a new (renewed?) emphasis for MLIS students on getting library experience before or during their degrees, I think
we may need more of this content.

ALA is expensive, especially if you are single person household serving rural libraries.

I've never read either publication. Not even when I was a new member.

I used to get a great deal of value from NMRT when I was a member! Filling out this survey reminds me of that. But the greatest value wasn't from the journals - it was from
networking, and having people I could contact who had been in the profession longer than I, but who had a different perspective than my co-workers.

To be 100% honest, I do not usually read Endnotes/Footnotes unless someone has specifically mentioned or linked to an article on social media. In that case, I will typically
read the article if it seems unique or was written by someone I either know personally, or am familiar with their name through ALA interactions or social media. I'm friends with
librarians on social media, but may have not met them personally, but if they link to or mention an article on Tumblr, Twitter, or Facebook I am more likely to read them. If
someone on Facebook says, "Hey read this article I wrote for NMRT," I'm way more likely to look at it. If the article has a lot of comments or activity I'll usually at least open the
link.

O

As a member of NMRT, I am wondering when/how I get to read these publications.

I considered publishing in Endnotes but it seemed to lack a clear focus

I didn't know about these publications until this survey was sent out. ALA should probably send current issues to new member--even if they are students. Send it once, and
members will be aware that these actually exist.

ways to get involved without a big commitment;

NA

I am a member of NMRT but have never recieved a copy of either Footnotes or Endnotes, and I'm not sure why. Also, I'd really like a comprehensive list of library-related
publications and their websites with contact information. This has consistently been a barrier to publishing for me, because without some sort of list, the number of publications
and their policies has been both intimidating and overwhelming. Am I just missing this? I definitely think access to information of this kind, updated regularly, could be extremely
helpful for library students, new professionals, and librarians who would like to publish but who aren't sure where to start.

I dropped membership in NMRT after one year with ALA because I was not aware of any benefit or information from the group (i.e., I do not recall every receiving any
newsletters or journals etc.), and I could not determine what constituted a "new member." I thought that after one year I would not longer be a "new member" of ALA although I
was still new to the prfession--and had not yet graduated or landed an LIS job by the time I had already been an ALA member for a year. Communication is very important if you
want to retain/involve new members. I am leery of journals focused on content specifically written by students and new professionals, as I doubt many readers are beyond that
group. If I can get my articles accepted in more established and prestigious journals, that is where I will go. However, it appears there are not a lot of LIS journals anymore that
accept review type articles that are analyses of a topic rather than original research studies. I would readily submit my publication quality works from my student endeavors if I
could find suitable journal titles that encouraged that type of material.

Alternative career options for those with MLS/MLIS. In other words, jobs that are NOT in libraries.

I think you should try to reach out to new professionals and announce opportunities on how to get a foot in the door of librarianship, especially with publishing.

I would love to publish in a place that allowed me access to how my article is being received in the ether. Even having access to the number of views of a particular piece would
help me to make a case for why it should be included on my CV. In annual reports, I always have to demonstrate the "impact" of my work - especially for a non-scholarly
publication, showing that it has been shared, liked, reposted, and talked about can help me to make a case that that type of publication is valuable.

I was not aware of these publications, but I will certainly check them out as I begin my professional career. Thanks.

I do not recall if I am currently a member of NMRT.

I would love to see a "New to the Field" primer on everything from which peer-reviewed journals to read, what listservs to join, and who to follow on social media.

Text Response



Not sure

I cannot find work and I pray for death's cold embrace every night.

How do I access those two journals?

Yes- I checked that I haven't published any articles in scholarly journals. I have, however, published 1-3 book reviews in a scholarly journal- not sure if that counted since it
wasn't a feature article! Also- glad to see this survey because it made me look into Footnotes/Endnotes which I hadn't done previously.

I would very much like to have access to these publications, but I'm not sure if I'm in the NMRT. What is the process of getting published in these publications?

No

I am in my final semester of my MILS and ALL the literature in the library field is still in the thralls of hysterical surprise that 'things have changed.' Seriously, like EVERY
contains the obligatory and redundant .....OH MY GOD, ITs SOOO FREAKIN DIFFERENT NOW paragraph. Could someone put a stop to this, PLEASE. It is similar to the balding
guy who gets the pony-tail to prove he is still young and hip. When in fact, the half-moon balding just looks worse with the slightly grey pony-tail.The fellow would look a lot
younger if he would chop the pony-tail and just get a nice regular hair-cut. This is how every library science article begins. Its like saying, 'Hey, I used to have a full head of hair.'
When really there is no reason to mention this because everyone can tell that you are bald. Why can't we begin each article talking about ..now and end with the future ? Why
must we begin each article explaining the reason for our hat-collection ? Yes, as librarians we have computers. Acknowledge ....Move On....

I have no idea what either of those publications are, and I never joined NMRT. As a professional, I find it aggravating to read posts in listservs about how impossible it is to find
a job, or all the frustrating things about being a librarian. I do not want to be associated with people like that. In order for this group to be successful, it needs to have centralized
leadership that controls the discussion in a proactive way that will actually help me learn something, rather than be annoyed by the participants.

I would rather see NMRT integrated into the ALA publications. Parallel organizations do not facilitate participation.

most of the library related articles I read are for class; I don't read any outside of class because I find them boring and hard enough to get through for class and I'd rather spend
my free time doing non-class related things. This will probably change once I graduate.

As a mentor and recruiter, I would love a visually appealing format that makes librarianship hip and the association enticing to today's new workforce. I come across natural
librarians every couple of years, and it would be nice to use these publications as ways for these individuals to hold up the mirror and see what I see in them of value to
librarianship as gratifying, joyful, financially rewarding work.

I think NMRT publications should focus on 1- information for new librarians (see earlier question) 2- sadly basic info like writing a cover letter, how to read and respond to a job
ad, tips on behaving like a professional not a student and presentation skills. 3 - publication opportunities for new librarians - and this should be both informal and formal.

I graduated from library school 5.5 years ago, but I'm not clear whether I'd still be welcome to submit to any NRMT publications or not. Making that clear when publicizing the
two publications would be great!

It seems to me that the NMRT should probably send out some kind of introduction to new members, particularly to students as they do not generally understand how
professional organizations work and may not totally see the value. It would really be nice if the NMRT could act as an introduction to the ALA (rather than acting as a separate
committee/roundtable, which just puts you at odds with EVERY other committee (there are about 3000 of those things, right?)), meant to tell new members about opportunities
for committee membership and volunteering as well as professional development and conference attendance. If this is what you think that the NMRT does already, I hate to tell
you that I haven't seen evidence of it - until this survey - so, you know - good job!

No additional comments

Miriam Braverman Award for students in Progressive Librarian.

I'm glad the Footnotes/Endnotes exists! ALA really need a website redesign. Or some sort of introductory email about how to use NMRT that discusses the journals.

I would like to see LIS students or new graduates begin to contribute more to both publications. I believe if these publications were marketed in order to help get the "newbies"
published and involved in the Round Table, they might gain popularity and voice in the larger organization.

I'm not sure what the difference is between these two publications because their titles seem so similar. Additionally I am less interested in pieces on 'how we done it' themes
and more research based.

Total Responses 53

Statistic Value



20. If you are willing to be contacted with further questions, please provide your
email address below.

marissa.r.mozek@gmail.com

rcarlson@sbuniv.edu

shackney@pratt.edu

erin.berman@sjlibrary.org

rheawatson@gmail.com

pprevost@gwinnettpl.org

bardlark@gmail.com

ekinney@gmail.com

Rachelskinneroneill@gmail.com

ariana.e.santiago@gmail.com

anitaskinney@gmail.com

meltownley@gmail.com

y0438037@actx.edu

tmauch@gmail.com

comdb@yahoo.com

jsender23@gmail.com

lauren.bourdages@gmail.com

schmiedeltf@wcsu.edu

a.goodsett@csuohio.edu

wschlect@gmail.com

erica.street@gordon.edu

thomasmaxmlis@gmail.com

dlennon@greenburghlibrary.org

Rosannamlongenbaker@gmail.com

brayton@uwalumni.com

sofiayleung@gmail.com

emiathomp@gmail.com

camccoy90@gmail.com

nhollenbach@mt.gov

dora4ala@yahoo.com

ecastro@fas.harvard.edu

630cedar@gmail.com

dittmei2@uwm.edu

fl1468@wayne.edu

ashley.rayner@gmail.com

lindsey.mclean2@lmu.edu

emily_singley@harvard.edu

dlemmons@stratford.edu

woxland.conn@gmail.com

dipidian@my.dom.edu

kewarren100@gmail.com

stephanie.reinhardt@gmail.com

rharriso@nd.edu

fj9853@wayne.edu

westgard@umd.edu

suking@valdosta.edu

jbroughton@statelibrary.sc.gov

jdaugher@samford.edu

JLTyner@valdosta.edu

aldaniels@valdosta.edu

catherine.soehner@utah.edu

Text Response



melanie@swonlibraries.org

stephens_ja@mercer.edu

eaeagle@uncg.edu

bpollock@flsouthern.edu

mpbennet@uncg.edu

lharmon@saic.edu

dani_cook@cuc.claremont.edu

bookmonkey00k@yahoo.ca

efyfe@ualberta.ca

kelly_ac_hamilton@hotmail.com

brelle@cox.net

p_white@uncg.edu

andrea.mullarkey@gmail.com

LRMAlibrary@LRMA.org

adonalds@mc3.edu

Sarah.Rials@usm.edu

yalibraryguy@gmail.com

lila.denning@stpete.org

MelissaBea3@yahoo.com

katie.rojas84@gmail.com

john.robert.wallace@gmail.com

buscht@missouri.edu

ak1190@rutgers.edu

adilley@lawrenceville.org

debbie@gadsdenlibrary.org

tara.d.taylor@gmail.com

kosmowskia1@udayton.edu

natalie-bennett@utc.edu

cjackso7@g.emporia.edu

treshani@yahoo.com

wederach@my.dom.edu

mlawrence@suffolkva.us

sherrymachones@gmail.com

CDWilson2@Prodigy.net

laura.roche360@gmail.com

leigh.milligan@gmail.com

ethanfenichel@gmail.com

gannala@luc.edu

amanda.click@gmail.com

kbrown@sheridan.edu

Kathleen.digiulio@gmail.com

jinuu@yahoo.com

lovecath@my.dom.edu

tracysakon@gmail.com

gfuentes@g.emporia.edu

kdbodnar@mac.com

nlangle1@g.emporia.edu

loreleirose@yahoo.com

mgottschalk@southplainscollege.edu

This table has more than 100 rows. Click here to view all responses

Total Responses 120

Statistic Value
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